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completed the RMS requests. All ERF needs now is a copy of the FISA order. So in addition to myself. I land apieted th 
Jinclude[ ](CEAU), who is assigned the CIPAV request, and[ JDITU), who is 

assigned the email intercepts, in the email with the FISA order attached. Also briefly describe in the email what you 
will be wanting from both CEAU and DITU. List your contact info in the email and this will start the ball rolling. 
Thanks. 
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an C ] Bothl land When you get the email with attachments, forward to me,. 
will be out next week so| |/vill be available to get this started if you don't get it today. As soon as we get the 
order, we will forward to ERF and request via RMS their assistance with both the email and CIPAV requests. 
Thanks. 
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Just a follow up to my telephone message. It jooks like the FISA will be going to court today (I have not heard 

I anvthinn ypt) 8n inst nivinn vmi a hpads up. 

I have also talked to[ 
When I hear something, ill let you know. 
Thanks 

]today about this case. b2 
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